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A B S T R A C T

The mechanism of the magnetic coupling in the [CuMCu(pda)4Cl2] complexes with M = Pd,

Pt is analyzed. First principles calculations based on the wave function theory are

performed (DDCI + SO-RASSI): it is shown that the interaction without spin-orbit coupling

is antiferromagnetic while the contribution due to the spin-orbit is ferromagnetic. The

agreement between calculations and experiment is very good for the CuPdCu complex but

is lesser for the CuPtCu complex. A Hubbard model is used in order to rationalize these

results: this shows that the two d frontier orbitals of the central atom play a key role in

these two interactions. Although the model parameters extracted from CASCI calculations

do not permit to recover the order of magnitude of the interactions, it allows

understanding the main interactions that give physical insight.

� 2011 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

R É S U M É

Le mécanisme du couplage magnétique dans les complexes [CuMCu(pda)4Cl2] a été

analysé dans le cas où M = Pd, Pt, à l’aide de calculs effectués à partir des premiers principes

dans le cadre de la théorie de la fonction d’onde. Ces calculs DDCI + SO-RASSI ont montré

que l’interaction sans couplage spin–orbite est antiferromagnétique, alors que la

contribution due au spin-orbite est ferromagnétique. L’accord quantitatif entre les calculs

et l’expérience est excellent pour CuPdCu, mais moins bon pour CuPtCu. Les résultats

obtenus sont interprétés à partir d’un modèle de Hubbard : on montre que les deux

orbitales frontières d de l’atome central jouent un rôle essentiel dans ces deux interactions.

Bien que les paramètres modèles extraits des calculs CASCI ne permettent pas de retrouver

l’ordre de grandeur des interactions, le modèle permet de comprendre leur nature et d’en

interpréter le sens physique.

� 2011 Académie des sciences. Publié par Elsevier Masson SAS. Tous droits réservés.
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. Introduction

Recently, the linear frameworks of polymetallic com-
lexes have been studied as potential molecular wires. In
rder to be suitable for molecular electronics, one has to
ptimize the transmission of the information along the
etallic wire; the key role is thus borne by the interaction

etween the metallic atoms. It is thus of primary
portance to analyze the underlying mechanisms at

ork in these interactions. The family of trinuclear
omplexes with dipyridylamide (dpa) ligands has been
xtensively studied in previous works [1]. The Cu2Pd
pa)4Cl2 (denoted CuPdCu) and Cu2Pt(dpa)4Cl2 (denoted

uPtCu) compounds have been characterized by magnetic
pectroscopies and modelized by DFT calculations [2].

eak antiferromagnetic interactions are found for CuPdCu
nd CuPtCu, �7.45 and �0.77 cm�1 respectively, within
e framework of Heisenberg Hamiltonian H = �J SA.SB.
hile the DFT calculations could reproduce the magnetic

oupling in the CuPdCu complex, the vanishing of the
agnetic interaction of CuPtCu could not be completely

ationalized. This discrepancy was tentatively assigned to
pin-Orbit Coupling (SOC) of the heaviest central metal.
ased on wave-function theory, the aim of this work is first

 introduce SOC effects in the calculations. The highly
ccurate Difference Dedicated Configuration Interaction

DCI) method has been applied in order to evaluate the
pin-Orbit Free (SOF) magnetic coupling while the SOC
as calculated as the state interaction between the SOF

tates by the restricted active space state interaction
pproach (SO-RASSI) [3]. The second goal was to attempt to
ationalize the results by the mean of a Hubbard-like

odel.

. Methods and computational details

The geometries of the two Cu2M(dpa)4Cl2 complexes
 = Pd, Pt) had been previously optimized [2] at the DFT

vel of theory using the B3LYP [4] exchange-correlation

functional with the spin unrestricted option, in the D4

symmetry group (Fig. 1).
In the present work, the calculations have been done

within the C2 symmetry group, the C2 rotation axis being
along the CuMCu axis; the three transition metal atoms
were on the z-axis. The two low-lying states were the
singlet and the triplet open shell states with the spin
density localized on the copper atoms and a closed shell in
configuration d8 on the central atom. These two states are
the reference states in the magnetic interaction process.

In order to determine very precisely the magnetic
coupling constant, the singlet and triplet states energies
were determined with the Complete Active Space Self
Consistent Field (CASSCF) method [5] and by including the
dynamical correlation contributions using the DDCI
method [6] implemented in the CASDI code [7]. This
particular framework has shown to provide accurate
results for magnetic multi-copper compounds [8]. The
magnetic orbitals in CuPdCu and CuPtCu systems were
similar, localized on the 3dx

2
�y

2 copper orbitals with a
small contribution of the 3dxy because of the helical
deformation (Fig. 1), so that these magnetic orbitals always
point at the nitrogen atoms of the ligands. The active space
was defined by two electrons in two orbitals. Thanks to the
localization procedure [9] of the orbitals, all the bonding
and antibonding sC�H and sC�C orbitals were frozen in the
DDCI calculations. The orbitals were provided by diago-
nalizing the average density matrix of the singlet and
triplet states obtained at CAS + singles configuration
interaction level. DDCI calculations were then performed
to evaluate the singlet-triplet energy gap. These calcula-
tions were done with basis set and Core Ab Initio Model
Potentials (AIMP) on Pd (11s8p7d/2s3p3d) [10], Pt
(13s10p9d5f/2s3p3d1f) [11], Cu (9s6p6d/2s3p3d) [12],
with Atomic Natural Orbitals (ANO) [13] for Cl (7s12p5d4f/
4s3p), N (14s9p4d3f/3s2p) and with minimal contraction
for more distant atoms: C (14s9p4d3f/2s1p) and H
(8s4p3d/1 s).

The SOC was calculated as the state interaction between
the SOF states by the restricted active space state
Fig. 1. CuPdCu and CuPtCu linear complexes of dipyridylamide (dpa).
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teraction approach (SO-RASSI) [14] using MOLCAS 6.7
5] quantum chemistry software. Scalar relativistic
fects were included using the second order Douglas-
oll-Hess transformation [16]. For this, Atomic Natural
bitals-Relativistic Correlation Consistent (ANO-RCC)
7] basis sets were used with the following contraction
heme: for Pd [18] atom a [6s5p3d1f] set, for Pt [18] atom
s6p4d2f], for Cl [19] [6s5p3d], for N [19] [3s2p], while for
19] and for H [20] minimal basis sets were used. The SO-
SSI method was applied on the basis of CASSCF wave

nctions. There is no effect of the SOC when one just
nsiders the interaction between the two magnetic states.
en, the state interaction has been enlarged. Since the
agnetic coupling between the two copper atoms is
pposed to transit through the central metallic atom (Pd

 Pt), and since the low-lying excitations are localized on
is atom, the active space was enlarged to include all the d
bitals of the central metal giving rise to a CAS(10,7).
ound 70 SOF states are included in the state interation:
glet, triplet and quintet excited states of each symme-
, which correspond to all combinations for which the
ter d shell of the central atom is populated with eight
ctrons. The SOF energies are the CASSCF energies except

r the energy of the triplet reference state, which was
odified in order to keep the DDCI gap.

 Results and discussion

. Magnetic parameters

The spin Hamiltonian underlying the magnetic proper-
s of these complexes can be written as:

¼ �J~SA:~SB þ~SA:D:~SB

here SA and SB are the local spins on the copper atoms
 = 1/2), J is the exchange parameter and D is the Zero-
ld Splitting (ZFS) tensor. Within this magnetic coupling

heme, one gets one singlet state 0; 0j i in terms of S; MSj i
d three triplet components 1; 1j i, 1; 0j i 1; �1j i. In the
sence of SOC, the D tensor is zero, the three latter states
e degenerate and

 0; 0 Hj j0; 0h i � 1; MS Hj j1; MSh i

Once SOC is considered, since the effect is really tiny,
e can still characterize the states by the previous
nominations. The effect of SOC is double:

it can bring a contribution to the isotropic exchange by
shifting the value of J;
an anisotropic coupling appears that leads to ZFS. In this
latter case, the three triplet components are no more
degenerate.

.1. CuPdCu

At the DDCI level of calculation, the magnetic coupling
antiferromagnetic with a value of J = �11 cm�1. The
perimental value of J is �7.45 cm�1. One may notice that
e set of orbitals used in the CI calculation has a dramatic
le. Indeed, when CASSCF orbitals of the singlet state (or of
e triplet one) are used to calculate the singlet-triplet

energy gap, the two magnetic states are found almost
degenerate even at the DDCI level. To remove this
degeneracy, an optimized averaged set of natural orbitals
is necessary.

According to the double group symmetry rules, the 3A
(and the 3B) states are split into A and B components. When
the SOC is calculated on the basis of the two magnetic
states, the A electronic ground state (coming mainly from
the 1A spin free state) is not modified while it is shifted
down by 248 cm�1 by enlarging the basis of CASSCF states
to include all the excitations on the d-orbitals of the central
metal (70 states). The three components of the a3A state
are quasi degenerate, with a splitting of 0.03 cm�1 between
the j1, 0> component and the two others. This gap
corresponds to a magnetic anisotropic parameter D of
0.03 cm�1 which compares quite well to the experimental
0.06 cm�1 value. However, there is a large contribution of
the SOC to the isotropic exchange since the exchange
parameter becomes �7 cm�1: the SOC brings a ferromag-
netic contribution of 4 cm�1.

The antiferromagnetic behaviour as well as the
quantitative values of the coupling constant (�7 cm�1)
and anisotropic parameter (0.03 cm�1) are both in good
agreement with experimental values for CuPdCu complex
(�7.45 cm�1 and 0.06 cm�1 respectively).

3.1.2. CuPtCu

For this complex, the DDCI magnetic coupling constant J

is �5.7 cm�1 to be compared to the experimental
�0.77 cm�1 value. The SOC calculated on the basis of the
two magnetic states does not change these results: the A
electronic ground state (coming mainly from the 1A spin
free state) is shifted down by �0.06 cm�1. But, when the
state interaction includes 73 CASSCF wave-functions
[13 1A, 17 3A, 4 5A, 12 1B, 18 3B and 6 5B], a ferromagnetic
behaviour is obtained, with a J value of + 17 cm�1. The
j1,0> is the new ground state, stabilized by 1440 cm�1

compared to the corresponding SOF states. The three
components of the triplet are quasi degenerate, with a
splitting of 0.83 cm�1 between j1,0> and j1,�1> states. The
splitting between the j1,1> and j1,�1> states is 0.002 cm�1:
one thus finds for the following anisotropic parameter
D = 0.83 cm�1 much larger than the experimental value of
D = 0.003 cm�1.

As in the CuPdCu complex, the SOC brings a ferromag-
netic contribution to the isotropic exchange coupling. A
more detailed analysis shows that the excited state
interacting with the singlet magnetic state is the compo-
nent j1,0> of the c3A state while the triplet magnetic state
interacts mainly with the b1A and the a5A states. All these
states correspond to single excitation from the dxy to the
dx

2
–y

2 orbitals of the central atom. When an additional
calculation is done, with only the first two singlet, three
triplet and one quintet states of A symmetry, the J value is
15.5 cm�1 while the triplet is lowered by 1440 cm�1 and
the splitting of the j1,0> component and the two others is
already 0.83 cm�1. So, we can conclude that the main
contributions to the SOC state interaction are due to the
local single excitation between the two frontier orbitals on
the central atom, namely excitation from dxy to dx

2
–y

2

orbitals.
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.2. Model Hamiltonian

In order to understand which interactions play a key role
 each complex, we will analyze the different pathways of
e magnetic coupling by means of a model Hamiltonian.

ccording to the distance between the two metallic centres,
e magnetic coupling between the two copper atoms is
direct. This antiferromagnetic coupling through closed

hell atoms is due to a superexchange interaction. One can
resee two pathways for this interaction:

 a Cu–L–Cu interaction since the four bridging ligands are
connected to the two copper atoms;

 a Cu–L–M–L–Cu pathway in which the coupling is
relayed by the central metallic atom.

We have focused on the second mechanism since
agnetic orbitals have a small contribution on the dx

2
–y

2

rbitals of the central atom and because SO-RASSI analysis
hows that the SOC contribution to the isotropic exchange is
ainly due to the states arising from a single excitation

xy! dx
2

–y
2 on the central atom. The choice of the model

amiltonian is based on these two considerations. The
odel is then built in a space with four electrons in the four
llowing orbitals:

 a and b, the two magnetic orbitals localized on the
copper atoms, i.e. the local dx

2
–y

2 as defined in a local
framework of axis in which the x- and y-axis point at the
nitrogen atoms of the ligands;

 c and d, the highest occupied dxy and the lowest vacant
dx

2
–y

2 respectively, localized on either Pd or Pt.

In order to build the model Hamiltonian, one takes into
ccount the following features:

 the dxy orbital of the central atom would not overlap with
the dx

2
–y

2 orbitals of the copper atoms if there was no
torsion along the z axis. The delta overlap between these
two orbitals is thus due to the torsion angle. As delta
overlaps are small and the torsion angle is not important
(188), we will neglect this direct interaction;

 the indirect interaction through the ligands is either
through the sigma skeleton and connects two dx

2
–y

2

orbitals, or through the pi system and connects two dxy

orbitals. Based on these considerations, we have
neglected in the model the interaction between dxy

and dx
2

–y
2 orbitals on Cu and M central atoms;

 by analyzing the SO-CASSCF results, it appears that the
main contribution of the SOC to the exchange parameter
is borne by the single excitation from dxy to dx

2
–y

2

orbitals of the central atom.

We finally propose to take into account the following
tegrals in the model and to neglect all the other ones:

 one-electron integrals:

a Hj jdh i¼ b Hj jdh i¼t

d Hj jdh i � a Hj jah i¼ d Hj jdh i � b Hj jbh i ¼ d2

c Hj jch i � a Hj jah i¼ c Hj jch i � b Hj jbh i ¼ d1

c Hj jdh i¼ d̄ Hj jc̄
� �

¼i&

� and two-electron integrals:

aa Hj jaah i ¼ bb Hj jbb
D E

¼ U

cc Hj jcch i ¼ dd Hj jdd
D E

¼ W

the unbarred (barred) orbitals represent spin-orbitals
with spin a (b).

The physical meaning of the previous parameters is:

� t is the effective coupling between a magnetic orbital (a
or b) localized on one of the copper atoms and the d
orbital localized on the central atom;
� d1 (d2) is the energy gap between the magnetic orbitals

and the c (d) orbital of the central atom. A positive d1 (d2)
value means that a and b orbitals are energetically below
the c (d) one;
� z is the atomic SOC constant of the central atom;
� U and W are the one-centre electron-electron repulsion

energies on the copper and the central atom respectively.

We will restrict the whole discussion to the MS = 0
space. Within this scheme, the configuration a1b1c2 gives
rise to the two magnetic states at zeroth order:

Sð0Þ
���

E
¼ 1ffiffiffi

2
p ccab

���
���� ccabj j

� �

Tð0Þ
���

E
¼ 1ffiffiffi

2
p ccab

���
���þ ccabj j

� �

These two states are degenerate at this level of
calculation and their energy is taken as the reference. By
configuration interaction within the model space, these
two states interact with excited configurations and the
difference of energy between the two ground states Sj i and
Tj i corresponds to the magnetic coupling

J ¼ S Hj jSh i � T Hj jTh i

In the present case, the energy of the excited config-
urations is large compared to the magnitude of the
coupling elements, and perturbation theory can be used.
An effective Hamiltonian can be built in the zeroth
order space generated by ccab

���
��� and ccabj j. In other

words, the effective coupling between these two
determinants provides the splitting between the two
magnetic states

J ¼ �2 ccab
���

��� He f f
���

��� ccabj j
D E

The main mechanism of lowest order providing some
exchange coupling is of fourth order. It corresponds to a
superexchange mechanism [21,22] (Scheme 1):

This contribution can be evaluated as

J1 ¼ �4
t4

d2
2U

t, d2, U and W have been evaluated from the fitting of the
CASCI energies with three electrons in a, b and d orbitals
while d1 has been calculated from a CASCI calculation with
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ur electrons in a, b and c orbitals. The results for the
PdCu and CuPtCu complexes are presented in Table 1.
These parameters show that the c orbital is above the a

d b ones (d1 and d2 are positive); however, the c orbital is
ubly occupied and the ground state corresponds to the
b1c2 configuration since the pairing energy is smaller in
e Pd/Pt atom than in Cu one. Since Pd is more
ctronegative than Pt, d1 and d2 are smaller in the

rmer and as the 4d orbitals are less diffuse than the 5d
es, W is larger and t smaller. With these parameters, one
tains a value of J1 = �0.065 cm�1 for CuPdCu and
= �0.086 cm�1 for CuPtCu.
When including the SOC, the coupling scheme of lowest

der is the following one (Scheme 2).
This scheme corresponds to spin-polarization since in

e of the intermediate states, there is a triplet state on the
ntral atom: we denote this contribution as a SOC induced
in polarization one. This leads to a sixth order interaction
d the SOC contribution to the isotropic exchange J2 is
pressed by:

¼ 4
z2t4

2d2 � d1ð Þ2 d2 � d1 � Wð Þ3

Taking the value of SOC constants of the free ions,
z = 1615 cm�1 for the palladium atom, and z = 3370 cm�1

for the platinum one, one finds J2 = 0.002 cm�1 for CuPdCu
and J2 = 0.004 cm�1 for CuPtCu.

The parameters proposed above do not give the right
order of magnitude of the interactions. Indeed, it has been
shown [23,24] that the on-site repulsion parameters (U
and W) are largely overestimated in a CASCI approach
compared to a correlated one. However, this model
proposes a mechanism that shows that the SOC on the
central metallic atom can bring a ferromagnetic contribu-
tion to the exchange parameter.

4. Conclusion

In this article, a theoretical study of the two [CuPd-
Cu(dpa)4Cl2] and [CuPtCu(pda)4Cl2] complexes is pro-
posed. In these molecules, the two single electrons
localized on the copper atoms are antiferromagnetically
coupled. A previous DFT study had underlined the super-
exchange mechanism and had suggested that the SOC of
the central atom could play a role. In order to elucidate this
point, wave function theory calculations have been
performed using highly accurate methods. It is shown
that a high level of theory is necessary in order to obtain
the right value of the exchange parameter and more
precisely, an optimized set of orbitals is necessary. The SOF
interaction brings an antiferromagnetic contribution while
the SOC brings a ferromagnetic one to the exchange
parameter. First principles results for CuPdCu are in very
good agreement with the experimental values, even for the
ZFS parameter. The agreement for the CuPdCu complex is
not so accurate: there seems to be an overestimation of the
SOC ferromagnetic contribution. In order to rationalize
these results, a Hubbard model based on the two magnetic
orbitals of the copper atoms and on the two frontier
orbitals of the central metallic atom is proposed. Within
the frame of this model, the SOF antiferromagnetic
contribution corresponds to the superexchange through
the non-occupied d orbital of the central atom. Once the
SOC on the central atom is considered, there is a
ferromagnetic contribution to the isotropic exchange that
corresponds to SOC induced spin polarization mechanism.
The anisotropic contribution is very small. Unfortunately,
the numerical applications of these two contributions with

ble 1

gnetic parameters for CuPdCu and CuPtCu.

cm�1) t d1 d2 U W

uPdCu 3000 73,700 153,900 211,200 61,500

uPtCu 3300 87,500 161,200 211,900 45,900

E=0

iζ

E=δ2−δ 1-W

t

t1

E=0

t

tiζ

E=δ2−δ 1-W

E=2δ2-δ1

E=2δ2-δ1

E=δ2−δ 1-W

E=0 E=δ2

t

E=U

t

E=0 E=δ2

t

t

Scheme 1. Coupling scheme of the superexchange.
Scheme 2. Coupling scheme of the SOC induced spin polarization.
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odel parameters issued from CASCI calculation do not
ermit to retrieve the correct order of magnitude: either
e parameters are not adapted or the two proposed
echanisms are not sufficient.
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